BARCELONA
10 Locals Tell You Where to Go,
What to Eat, & How to Fit In
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ABOUT THIS BOOK
This book is for people who want to see another side of
Barcelona.
To stroll past the main attractions, but also find the hiddenaway tapas bar with the most delicious calamari in the Gothic
Quarter. Or to discover that the best views of the
Mediterranean Sea are from the Montjuic Castle. Or to know
ahead of time that if you try to speak Spanish here, you’re
likely to be answered in Catalan.
In other words, this book is for people who want to get under
the skin of another culture. Who want to rent apartments and
live in local neighborhoods. Who want to eat in tiny restaurants
without English menus. Who want to make friends with locals.
Who want to deepen their experience of Barcelona.
Think of this as a supplement to your traditional guidebooks.
Use those for their handy place histories, lists of local hotels (if
that’s your style), restaurant pricing charts, and basic language
lessons. And then use this to go deeper—to figure out how to
find the most colorful neighborhood markets, the most
delicious restaurants in the city center, and that hidden-away
hot spring just outside the city.
Getting excited? Me too. (Just wait till you read some of these
interviews!)
Now, a little orientation:
This book is split into 10 interviews with people who live all over
Barcelona. Many of them have lived in their city for decades.
Some were born and raised in the region. Others are expats
who have fallen in love with their new country. And all of them
love showing travelers the best their city has to offer.
Below each person’s name, you’ll see a short bio designed to
help you understand his or her background. If you are
passionate about food, look for someone whose short bio
includes “Foodie.” If you’re a culture lover, look for a culture
lover. And so on and so forth.
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ABOUT THIS BOOK
Finally, many of the interviewees are also tour guides, artists,
business owners, or bloggers. Watch for web addresses under
their interviews if you’d like to learn more about their art, blogs,
businesses, or tours.
Now, then, into the book…
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THE INTERVIEWS
Joe & Jo
Foodies. Co-Founders, The Barcelona Taste (A Food Tour Company).

About Joe & Jo
We are Joe and Jo. We are also Dave, Anna, and Tito. We are
The Barcelona Taste. We are all young (at heart?) creatives
living in Barcelona, though we hail from Los Angeles,
Barcelona, the Sawtooth Mountains, Chicago, and ItalyScotland (yeah, it gets confusing).
We are, of course, food tour guides (¡óle!), though we
reincarnate regularly into puppeteers, local cultural
newspaper publishers, bike nerds, writers, and even museum
curators (yeah, it gets exciting).

What to Do In Barcelona (The Basics)
There are some monuments and well-known sites that just don't
get old. The Boquería Market needs to be seen, but quickly
before the hoards consume your entire day’s energy in half an
hour. Sagrada Familia, of course, leaves very few people
indifferent. You might love it. You might hate it. But you've
never seen anything like it. You should see it.

Hidden Gems for Seasoned Travelers
A lot of people have heard of or even been up to the Parc del
Laberint d'Horta, but one of our favorite bits is the (very) little
gorge running down the left side. A small stream feeds a
beautiful and shady garden and makes it one of the best
places to be on a hot summer day.
Another great option is the Caseta del Migdia. This very simple
outdoor bar/restaurant at the top of Montjuïc is at the edge of
a pine forest and looks out over the industrial port and the
Mediterranean. Also, Montjuïc in general is one of the best
places to discover great gardens and epic views over both the
city and the port.
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THE INTERVIEWS
Where to Stay
Stay away from Las Ramblas. That's the key. This city has so
many lovely and very different neighborhoods that it's hard to
recommend one or two. Choose Poblenou for a relaxed
pueblo feel near the beach. Poble Sec for proximity to the
center, cool bars, and the pretty Montjuïc hill. Gràcia for great
plazas and loads of food and drink.

Day Trips
Girona. Enough said. Oh, and the interior of l'Emporda, a
natural and historical region (lovely). And wine country (El
Penedès is just outside Barcelona)! So many options. Basically,
you should all visit us three or four times and then decide to
move here.

What to Eat
The list is long. But start with an esqueixada de bacalao (fresh
cod salad) and a real, homemade croqueta de cosido (meat
and cheese croquettes with a dash of onion).
Drink some wine from the Penedès and then the Priorat and
then Montsant (and then fall down).
Try a few local craft beers (the scene is finally picking up
steam).
Try a fish dish with some suquet sauce (an onion, garlic, and
tomato sauce). Have some traditional Catalan sausages
(called butifarra) with aioli, of course. And, if you're here
between January and April, go to a Calçotada (an event
celebrating our special, local green onions).

Where to Eat (Best Bars & Restaurants)
Start with the hundred different wines, good beers, and some
excellent tapas at Cal Marino (located at Carrer de Margarit
54 in the Poble Sec neighborhood). Edu (the owner) has
basically built this modern, charming bodega with his bare
hands.
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THE INTERVIEWS
For a great bar terrace near the sea, but not so touristy as to
be right on it, try Filferro. It's tucked away in the Barceloneta
neighborhood at Sant Carles 29, is relaxed, has just the right
amount of punk atmosphere, and has a few real gems on the
menu.
If you're looking for something sit-down and fancy, try Carlos
Abellan's Comerç 24, located at Carrer del Comerç 26. You'll
need your entire wallet, but if you're into upper-crust
gastronomy, you won't be disappointed.

How to Fit In
It's tough to fit in here if you're tall, blonde, and blue-eyed. But
people here are very open (politically), tolerant, and friendly.
The best things you can do to engage with locals are 1) get
away from the touristic center and into the real city, 2) learn a
few Catalan phrases (they are immensely proud of their culture
and language), and 3) get into the food, as they are also very
proud of their local cuisine and culinary traditions!

How to Meet Locals & Make Friends
Catalans are somewhat notorious for being cautious at the
beginning. Take your time. Things may move at different rate
than you're used to, new friendships included, but, in general,
the people of Barcelona are excited to share their city with the
world.

Best Places to Take a Photo
Go up the hills or up onto a terrace. You haven't seen
Barcelona if you haven't seen it from up high. Also, the Parc del
Centre del Poblenou is a seldom seen and beautifully unique
urban park designed by French architect Jean Nouvel.

Why Visit Barcelona?
We find this to be one of the most pleasant and livable cities in
the world. It will sound cliché, but something about a city this
size (not too big, but big enough) on the Mediterranean Sea
with a very diverse, cosmopolitan population, excellent food,
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Love what you read?

Support an indie author and nab
your copy at gigigriffis.com!	
  

